The complete one-phonon density-of-states of a molecular crystal can be mapped out by a carefully chosen exciton sideband involving a localized molecular internal excitation in a dilute isotopic mixed crystal. A theoretical derivation shows that the necessary criteria are: absence of localized in-band phonons; applicability of a phonon amalgamation limit for the mixed crystal; weak exciton-phonon, guest-lattice coupling and weak guest-host exciton interaction. Experimentally, at least two exciton-phonon sidebands should be investigated, so as to exclude trap and defect transitions, and at least one of the guest transitions should belong to the deep-trap limit and have sidebands weak enough to minimize multiphonon transitions. The above is demonstrated for the naphthalene crystal by high-resolution fluorescence and phosphorescence spectra of 0.25% CloHS in CloDs and by phosphorescence of 0.14% 2-DClOH7 in CloDs at 2°K. The phosphorescence phonon sidebands correlate surprisingly well with Pawley's "atom-atom" calculated phonon density-of-states, and seems to give a much better phonon density map than the very recent high-resolution inelastic, incoherent neutron scattering data. New Raman data are also presented, showing defect (isotopic impurity) induced bands, which are interpreted in terms of the above phonon density-of-states peaks. Applications to reversible and irreversible thermodynamics are mentioned.
INTRODUCTION
Lattice dynamics are usually investigated experimentally by far-infrared and Raman spectroscopy and by inelastic neutron scattering. l While the above spectroscopic methods reveal the nature of only k=O modes, inelastic neutron scattering can, in principle, provide information about the phonon spectrum of the entire Brillouin zone. In practice, however, the neutron scattering method has limitations imposed mainly by experimental difficulties. The most informative approach to lattice dynamics is by neutron coherent scattering study.2.3 But because of the difficulties due to long and tedious experimentation as well as due to the complexity of organic molecular solids, only few studies of this kind have been made4-6 and these are limited to isotropic or uniaxial crystals with one molecule per primitive cell or are incomplete. In recent years the trend has been to conduct a neutron incoherent scattering study which uses simpler experimentation and little computation. The spectrum obtained by the neutron-incoherent scattering has been shown 7 • s to represent approximately hydrogen amplitude weighted density-of-phonon-states. This is based on the fact that protons act as the predominant scatterers for the neutrons. The incoherent scattering can, thus, at best furnish direct information only about the peaks (or singularities) in the total density-of-phonon states. Though the incoherent scattering experiments are simpler than the coherent scattering experiments, still they involve much more sophistication than spectroscopic experiments. Also, the results obtained by the neutron scattering have a larger energy uncertainty compared to the uncertainty in the spectroscopic experiments, require larger samples, and may (spectroscopic) experiment which could yield the same information. In this paper we suggest a method which uses optical spectroscopy to map the singularities in the density-of-phonon states. We show that the phonon sidebands in the electronic (or vibronic) emission spectrum (at very low temperatures) corresponding to the guest electronic (or vibronic) transition in a dilute isotopic mixed crystal can give the singularities (including peaks) of the density-of-phonon states of the host. Against these, theoretical calculation can be calibrated.
In some cases, the defects which, invariably, are present in organic solids may be in sufficient concentration to relax the k=O selection rule. In such cases one may see some of the density-of-states peaks (which do not correspond to k=O modes) in the Raman and/or far-infrared spectra of neat crystals. This well-known method is shown via some R.aman spectra to be much inferior as a phonon density mapping.
We present results from the fluorescence and phosphorescence spectra of naphthalene-hs and 2-DClOH7 in naphthalene-ds. The peaks of the density-of-phonon states obtained by this method show a remarkable resemblance to the ones obtained by a semi empirical (atom-atom) calculation by Pawley,9.7 and seem to give a more faithful representation of the one-phonon spectrum than do the most recent neutron incoherent scattering experiments. s This opens the door for the utilization of such data for both reversible thermodynamics, like heat capacity, and irreversible processes, like radiationless transitions and photochemistry in condensed phases.
THEORY
also be more susceptible to multiphonon processes.
The discovery of phonon transitions accompanying In view of this, it would be desirable to design an optical the electronic transitions goes back to as early as the 5409 1950's, and since then a great number of experimental results on phonon side bands have been reported. lO,ll No serious attempt was made in the past to provide a theoretical understanding of these phonon participations. Only recently have formal theories of electron (exciton)-phonon interaction in molecular solids been developed by Davydov, 12 Fischer and Rice,t3 Grover and Silbey,t4 and Mavroyannis. I5 Hochstrasser and Prasad I6 made an effort to bridge the gap that still existed between the theory and the experiments by relating the theoretical findings with experimental observations. Their results show that the phonon side band in the neat crystal spectrum is attenuated when the exciton is in a delocalized state (when the exciton bandwidth is large) and is more pronounced as the exciton bandwidth becomes smaller. This exciton bandwidth effect can be avoided by using a dilute chemically mixed crystal, where the guest-host energy separation is large enough to split t~e guest level from the host exciton band. However, in the chemically mixed crystal there is a local lattice distortion around the guest site which arises because of the perturbation due to the guest (change in mass coefficient, force constant) and the eigenvectors are different from the delocalized eigenvectors of the neat host lattice, so that some phonons have large amplitudes at the guest site. These are localized or pseudolocalized phonons. Such local modes are expected to dominate the phonon sideband spectrum of the guest transition, thus masking the effect of host (delocalized) phonon bands. This was found to be the case with the systems experimentally investigated by Hochstrasser and Prasad I6 where the phonon sideband in the guest transition was found to be very different from the phonon sideband of the host neat crystal spectrum. The existence and importance of the pseudolocalized phonons in mixed crystal transitions is very clearly revealed by the work of Chereson, Friedman and Kopelman,I1 where the phonon sideband in the guest spectrum was found to be very sensitive to isotopic substitution of the guest but not necessarily to that of the host. In view of these facts it is clear that the chemically mixed crystal system is not at all suitable for studying the host phonon bands. Let us examine now the case of a dilute isotopic mixed crystal. Except for a few cases the separation between the electronic protoguest level and the perdeuterohost level is such that the electronic protoguest level exists below the perdeutero exciton band. For this situation we again are "getting rid" of the exciton bandwidth effect on phonon sidebands. The question arises whether localized phonons and pseudolocalized phonons exist in isotopic mixed crystals. Theoretically, the mass defects are small and the expected force constant "defects" are negligible. The recent Raman studies I8 of the lattice modes in isotopic mixed naphthalene crystals indeed rule out the existence of such local modes and suggest that the phonon states in isotopic mixed crystals are in the amalgamation limit I9 ,20 (with very small lattice distortions), that is, the phonon spectrum of the host shows an approximately linear frequency shift with guest concentration while the basic features of the spectrum remain unchanged. The phonon sidebands in the electronic transition of the dilute protoguest, thus, represent the host phonon bands.
At this stage we would like to derive an expression for the phonon sideband in isotopic mixed crystals following the theoretical treatment by Hochstrasser and Prasad. I6 We start with a real crystal (monoclinic) at a temperature close to absolute zero. The assumption of zero temperature is made for simplicity, besides the fact that this assumption represents approximately our experimental condition (temperature "-'1. 
and is the change in van der Waals interactions due to the transition g~f of the guest. Hint represents only the linear electron-phonon coupling arising from the change in the equilibrium position of the guest molecule in the host lattice during the g~f transition of the guest molecule. This change in the equilibrium position of the guest during its electronic transition is a measure of the guest-lattice coupling. .:lEj is the gas phase guest transition.
As we have mentioned earlier, the phonon spectrum of the isotopic mixed crystal represents the amalgamation limit. In this limit we can express the displacement operators in terms of the delocalized phonon creation and annihilation operators bs,q+ and bs,q, respectively, by the following relation 21 :
Xexp(iq·xn) [bs,q+bs,_q+] . (4) This is expressed taking ff= 1; WS,q is the frequency, N the number of cells, Xn is the position vector of the nth unit cell, q is a vector in the Brillouin zone, and S labels the different phonon branches. In the naphthalene crystal (monoclinic with two molecules per primitive cell) there are twelve branches. The branch vectors 1/a u (S, q) are normalized by the following relation:
Here m..u',a is the mass coefficient for the molecule at site a and corresponds to the coordinates u and u'. In a pure crystal m..u',a for translation is given as This represents the mass of a molecule and is independent of the site index a. For librational motion mU'U',a represents the moment of inertia and is not necessarily diagonal (u¢u') and also it may not be independent of the site index a. In an isotopic mixed crystal m..u',a represents an effective mass coefficient at site a which, in principle, can be determined by a sel£-consistent calculation. With the use of the Eq. (4) we can express the interaction Hamiltonian of Eq. (2) in terms of the phonon creation and annihilation operators: (12) where Ilu' is the transition dipole, C is a constant and
S,q
measures the total intensity of the zero-phonon line in the gIMf electronic transition of the guest. The one-phonon sideband in the gIMf transition of the guest measures the frequency dispersion of the function Co/(w). The density-of-phonon states for our monoclinic crystal is given as
S,q
Comparing Eqs. (13) and (16) 
(w).
So far we have considered only a one-phonon process. In the presence of multiphonon processes the situation is complicated. However, as most organic molecular crystals represent weakly interacting systems, with van der Waals forces holding the molecules together, the guest-lattice coupling is small. For this reason the multiphonon transition probabilities are rather small and usually the one-phonon transitions are expected to dominate the phonon sideband. This can also be assured by measuring the relative total intensity of the zero-phonon line compared to that of the phonon sideband.
We thus see that the phonon sideband on the electronic transition oj the guest should map the singularities oj the density-oj-phonon states.
Because of the interference of perdeuterohost absorption with the protoguest absorption it is desirable to study the sideband in the emission spectrum of the guest. However, such a study is complicated by the presence of trap emissions, which may give an impression of being another phonon peak. Such errors can be eliminated, however, by comparing the phonon sideband in the fluorescence with that in the phosphorescence of the guest. When one-phonon transitions dominate the phonon side-band the amplitudes Cs.i should show only small variations for two emissions of the same orbital nature (both II-II* or n-II*). As a result, the intensity of the phonon peaks may be slightly different in the two emissions but the prominent spectral features of the phonon sideband should remain unchanged. On the other hand, the transitions due to traps should be very different in these two emissions. On the basis of the above theoretical discussion we suggest that the dilute isotopic mixed crystal seems to be a very suitable system for studying the density-of-phonon states of the host, provided one uses as criterion the simultaneous observation of phonon sidebands in both fluorescence and phosphorescence, or in any two emission spectra. Some complications in the naphthalene fluorescence, due to guest-host exciton coupling, are discussed in the Appendix.
EXPERIMENTAL
The naphthalene-ds used in the experiments was purchased from Thompson-Packard, Inc. (Little Falls, N.}.), and had an isotopic purity of 99.0±0.1 at% deuterium as determined by mass spectral analysis. The sample was purified by zone refining, then performing a potassium fusion followed by further extensive zone refining. The naphthalene-h s was purchased from James Hinton and had a stated purity of 99.99%. The naphthalene-2-dl was purchased from Merck, Sharp, and Dohme and had an isotope purity of 98.5% deuterium. The CloHS and 2-DClOH7 were used without further purification. The mixed crystals of composition 0.25% CIOHS in CloDs and 0.14% 2-DClOH7 in ClODs were grown from the melt in a Bridgman furnace. The crystal was polished on the cleavage (ab) face to a thickness of approximately 1 mm. The crystal was immersed in pumped liquid helium (2°K), in a cryostat that had no liquid nitrogen in the optical path.
The fluorescence was excited by front surface illumination with a 1600 W xenon lamp, using a 110 g/liter NiS04+60 g/liter CoS04 solution in a 10 cm cell and a 40 mg/liter solution of 2,7-dimethyl-3,6-diazacyclohepta-1,6-diene perchlorate in a 5 cm cell as filters. For phosphorescence a Corning 7-54 filter was used in place of the perchlorate. The spectra were taken on a Jarrel-Ash model 25-100 1-m-double-Czerny-Turner spectrograph-spectrometer. The fluorescence spectrum was photographed in second order on Kodak SA-1 film. The phosphorescence was photographed in the first order on Kodak 103a-F film with an additional Corning 0-52 filter placed before the slits. The • References 7 and 9. Note that assigning peak values to Pawley's data is arbitrary in view of the fluctuations in his curve, especially above 90 em-I. The CloDs values seem to be a few percent lower, but we did not list them, as 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of the fluorescence (IB2u~Ag) and phosphorescence (3BI,,~Ag) of naphthalene-ks guests in naphthalene-ds host are shown, respectively, in Figs. 1 and 2. Figure 3 Table I lists the frequencies of the peaks observed in these spectra.
First of all we would like to compare the results of the fluorescence and the phosphorescence. The sidebands in the low frequency region (up to about 60 cm-l from the 0-0 band) are very similar in the three emissions. The only exception is the sharp transition at 5 cm-l in the phosphorescence spectrum of CIORa in ClODs, which is absent in the fluorescence spectrum (and in the 2-DCIOH7 in CloDs phosphorescence spectrum). Its small width, compared to the other peaks in the sideband of the phosphorescence, combined with the fact that it does not show up in the other two spectra, suggests that this transition is not part of the phonon spectrum but, perhaps, due to a trap. Although the peaks on the high frequency region (> 60 cml ) for the two emissions of ClORa correlate in energy (as can be seen from Table I), the intensities with which they appear in these two emissions are drastically different. In our theoretical description this means that the amplitudes Cs ./ for modes S in the region above 60 cm-1 are very sensitive to the electronic state f.
These phonon regions in naphthalene are dominated by librational motions. This implies that the guestlattice coupling (change in equilibrium configuration) along the librational coordinate in the IB2u-1 Ag transition is very different from that in the 3B lu _IA g transition. Furthermore, we see that the phonon sidebands in fluorescence appear with greater intensity relative to the zero phonon line than they do in phosphorescence, but we believe that this arises partly because of reabsorption at the fluorescence zero phonon line of the pure electronic transition. 22 As the amplitudes Cs.l for mode S, q are determined by the space group symmetry and not the molecular symmetry, one could expect them to be the same for the SI-S0 (IB2u-lAg) and the T-S O (3B I .. -IAg) transition of the same orbital nature. A possible source of such difference in C s ./ is that the singlet state of the guest is mixed with the host exciton band and as a result is delocalized to an extent of 10%. Such delocalization (or mixing) with the host exciton band may induce significant change in C s ./. This problem is treated in the Appendix. However, we admit that all these explanations are mere qualitative rationalizations. A quantitative understanding can be provided only by the detailed knowledge of the coefficient C s ./.
Next we would like to compare the features of the phonon sideband in the emission spectra with those obtained by incoherent neutron scattering. Any correlation of peaks or critical point frequencies between our phenon sideband and the neutron incoherent scattering is dubious. However, we note that our spectra are obtained at 2°K whereas the neutron scattering results have been obtained at 120 o K. If we look into the results of Reynolds et al.,s we see that the neutron incoherent spectrum changes drastically from room temperature to 120 o K, and this change is not just in the frequencies of the critical points but also in the general features. It should be remembered that the inelastic neutron data suffer most of all from the fact that the "density of states" is actually heavily biased by hydrogen motions, and the exact weighting factor cannot easily be determined. Furthermore, multiphonon processes may significantly affect the data (there is no criterion to assess this, in contrast to the situation in our optical data, where the criterion of relative intensity of the 0-0 to phonon sidebands can be used). We note that the theoretically calculated 7 hydrogen -ampli tude-weigh ted density-of -states does not agree with the neutron data as well as the theoreticap·9 density-of-states agrees with our data (see below) .
A significant advantage of the isotopic impurity sideband method is that various isotopic impurities can be used, like our use of DCloH7in CloDs, in addition to ClORa, to check for consistency, both experimentally (i.e., eliminate spurious effects related to sample preparation) and theoretically (i.e., use energy denominator method to check on guest-host exciton mixing). Furthermore, vibronic origins can be compared to pure electronic ones (we used this to check on factors like reabsorption, defects, etc.). Table I ).
should be noted that we are observing the critical points in the phonon density-of-states of naphthalene-ds while the neutron values correspond to naphthalene-hs, and that there is a relatively large uncertainty in the neutron scattering experiments with respect to both energy and intensity.
Comparing our phosphorescence sideband spectrum to the theoretical (semiempirical) atom-atom calculation by Pawley7 (Fig. 5) , we find an excellent correspondence. Because of ease-of-reproduction we have taken Pawley's naphthalene-hs and not naphthalene-ds density-of-states display (The combined inaccuracy in calculation and reproductions justifies this-see Table I ). It is hard to believe that the similarities displayed in Fig. 4 are all fortuitous. We also point out that the "spectral density" was not modified according to Eq. 13. While the correction factor Cs ./ is far from trivial we can make the qualitative statement that, at low energy, the major correction may be essentially that for the acoustical band of a one-molecule-per-cell cubic crystal, namely, Cs./a(ws.q)-l. It is obvious from Fig. 4 that such a correction would improve the agreement in the region 10-40 cm-l . We also note that while officially (see Table 1 ) we only count "peaks", there are other kinds of van Hove singularities present. However, we feel that we should not push our data too far at this stage. We just comment that the complete guest localization in the excited phosphorescent (3B2u) state and the low relative intensity of the phosphorescence sideband may indicate little dependence of Cs./ on w, thereby giving us a fairly faithful mapping ·of the density-of-phonon-states. On the other hand, the rigidlattice atom-atom calculation of Pawley7 is surprisingly successful.
Finally, we wish to present our results on the Raman spectra of naphthalene where a peak in the phonon density-of-states (not corresponding to k=O) has been seen. Figure 6 shows the Raman spectrum of naphthalene-d s at lOOoK. The peak at about 40 cm-l is, we believe, due to a peak in the phonon density-of-states at lOOoK. All other peaks except for this one in the phonon spectra of naphthalene have been observed before and explained as k= 0 transitions of the librational phonon bands. This 40 cm-l peak appears with significant intensity only in the naphthalene-d s spectrum. In naphthalene-hs the corresponding peak is very weak and cannot be easily detected. Its appearance seems to depend on sample preparation. While one needs merely to say that any "defect" in the crystal will induce some spectral intensity near a density-of-states peak, we wish to point out that isotopic impurities have been shown capable of inducing such peaks, even in a situation very close to the amalgmation limit (13C12C 5 He in CeRe, in a very shallow trap situation). 23 We therefore admit here that the natural abundance 13C12C9Hs molecules (11% mole concentration!) could be responsible for the weak band in CloH s , while in ClODs the C10D7H impurities (about 8% mole) may be an even more potent perturber. Note that for both perturbers the absolute mass defect is the same (Llm/m""' 1/136), but deuteration might also involve a forceconstant "defect". We note that the literature far infrared data by Hadni et al. 24 ,25 also indicate one (or more?) unexplained absorptions in the region of 40-55 cm-I, especially a broad unpolarized absorption peaked about 45 cm-l at liquid nitrogen temperature (also one unassigned, but polarized, feature at about 115 cm-l ). These features may have the same origin as our above mentioned Raman data. One value of the Raman data is in the comparison of the two kinds of doped crystal spectra-the direct observation of impurity (defect) induced host phonon spectra vs the indirect method, i.e., sidebands on guest localized electronic transitions. It is obvious that the low concentration (0.25%) indirect spectra are much more powerful than the high concentration (10% or more) direct ones. They are not only much easier to obtain but give a far more faithful mapping of the host phonon density-of-states. They also do not depend on sample preparation.
In principle, phonon sidebands of vibrational and vibronic excitons can be utilized the same way as those of electronic excitons. This way one could study CloHs as well as ClODs phonons. With very narrow exciton bands neat crystal studies may suffice. While Raman studies will be limited by the same resolution as ultraviolet ones, with an added intensity problem, infrared studies might be ideal, provided that the spectral region is not overcrowded. We are presently looking into it.
The chief value of mapping the phonon singularities by the guest-exciton-to-host-phonon transition is in its apparent unbiased faithfullness to the singularities of the phonon density-of-states. Model calculations, like Pawley's,9 can now be easily calibrated on these singularities. The resul~ will be both an improved model (like improvements on the atom-atom potential) and an improved phonon density-oj-states. The uses of the latter are obvious: improved calculated thermodynamic properties, like heat capacity, and improved calculated energy transport properties, from thermal conductivity to radiationless transitions and radiation chemistry. Specifically for naphthalene, our results give added credibility to Pawley's calculated thermodynamic functions (Debye (J's as function of temperature).9
CONCLUSION
A new optical method of mapping the phonon densityof-states in molecular solids has been demonstrated. Small, polycrystalline, and relatively impure samples can be used now to give a phonon energy distribution to an accuracy of 1 cm-1 or better. Coupled with simple model calculations, this method is expected to give very detailed density-of-states functions, as well as an improved theoretical understanding of potentials in molecular crystals.
APPENDIX
In this appendix we treat the effect of guest-host mixing on the phonon sideband in the electronic transition of the guest. The Hamiltonian for the crystal containing an impurity is defined as The Hamiltonian (A2) cannot be diagonalized in the presence of (A4). At this point it becomes necessary to define the limits of strong coupling and weak coupling. In analogy to the definition of Simpson and Peterson 26 we define the strong coupling between the guest and the host to be the case where the local lattice relaxation H el -ph is weaker than Mna,mfj. We feel that our case represents this limit as the intensity in the
where j labels the interchange group states in the neat host crystals and Ej(k) gives the exciton dispersion of the host band. Aaj is the interchange group transformation coefficient. Also, 1 • The interference term which involves the dot product of two vectors can be important in determining the intensity of a particular phonon transition.
The Herzberg-Teller interaction DS./(pl, p) gives rise to the quadratic electron-phonon interaction in the second order. This quadratic interaction also has an effect of renormalizing the phonon transition intensity. This problem has been discussed recently by Small.29
To conclude, we have shown that the guest-host mixing can manifest itself as a significant change in the intensity characteristics of the phonon sideband.
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